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Abstract 

Automated techniques for evaluating sports activities inside dynamic frames are highly dependent on advanced 
sports analysis by smart machines. The monitoring of individuals and the discerning of athletic pursuits has several 
potential applications. Monitoring individuals, detecting unusual behavior, identifying medical issues, and tracking 
patients within healthcare facilities are examples of these applications. An assessment of the feasibility of integrat-
ing smart real-time monitoring systems across a variety of athletic environments is provided in this study. Motion 
and activity detection for recording sporting events has advanced due to the need for a large amount of both real-
time and offline data. Through the use of deformable learning approaches, we extend conventional deep learning 
models to accurately detect and analyze human behavior in sports. Due to its robustness, efficiency, and statistical 
analysis, the system is a highly suitable option for advanced sports recording detection frameworks. It is essential 
for sports identification and administration to have a comprehensive understanding of action recognition. An accu-
rate classification of human activities and athletic events can be achieved through the use of a hybrid deep learning 
framework presented in this study. Using innovative methodologies, we conduct cutting-edge research on action 
recognition that prioritizes users’ preferences and needs. It is possible to reduce the error rate to less than 3% by using 
the recommended structure and the three datasets mentioned above. It is 97.84% accurate for UCF-Sport, 97.75% 
accurate for UCF50, and 98.91% accurate for YouTube. The recommended optimized networks have been tested 
extensively compared to other models for recognizing athletic actions.

Keywords Action recognition, Sports activities, Deformable convolution network, Hierarchical multiscale deformable, 
Attention module

Introduction
In the domain of machine comprehension of sports, the 
significance of advanced automated methodologies for 
evaluating activities in motion frames cannot be over-
emphasized [1]. Techniques capable of detecting human 
movement and recognizing sport events have a diverse 
array of possible applications. The applications encom-
pass a range of functions, such as monitoring individuals, 
detecting atypical or questionable conduct, investigat-
ing medical ailments, and tracking patients’ movements 
within medical facilities [2, 3]. Various methodologies, 
including the examination of cinematic portrayals of 
actual events, have been suggested as a means of utilizing 
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video surveillance for the purpose of monitoring sport 
events up to this point [4, 5]. Empirical evidence indi-
cates that the perception of bodily motion can tran-
scend a singular modality, encompassing the movement 
of different body segments, such as the upper and lower 
extremities [6]. This phenomenon has been seen in mul-
tiple individuals who have demonstrated satisfactory 
performance. Relying just on static photos is inadequate 
in capturing the whole intricacy of a dynamic sequence 
of events. The examination of human body movements 
captured in individual frames, together with their inter-
actions with the surrounding environment, is crucial for 
the identification and comprehension of complete activi-
ties within video images [7].

The increasing popularity of video analysis has led to a 
surge in research efforts focused on utilizing video pro-
cessing techniques for monitoring sports performance. 
This field of study focuses on enhancing individuals’ 
overall welfare and existence standard. The topic of activ-
ity monitoring has frequently been conceptualized as a 
process of activity recognition in prior research [8, 9].

Sport activity identification algorithms evaluate video 
frames from statistical data, including factors such 
as frame rate per second and real-time monitoring in 
dynamic contexts [10, 11]. A multitude of databases exist 
to record the diverse range of activities individuals engage 
in throughout a day. Shifts may be categorized into two 
distinct classes: regular, anticipated shifts, and irregular, 
unforeseen shifts, also called anomalous shifts [12, 13]. 
The UCF Sports dataset [14] provides a diverse range of 
authentic activities performed in a natural setting, estab-
lishing its significance as one of the pioneering datasets 
for action recognition. The whole UCF Sports dataset is 
subjected to analysis, whereby the employed methodolo-
gies and their corresponding statistical discoveries are 
thoroughly examined. The study findings indicate that 
some action detection algorithms perform exception-
ally when applied to sports footage. This talk delves into 
an exploration of many of these methods. Nevertheless, 
there are still significant study gaps that have not been 
adequately addressed as a result of the constraints inher-
ent in current studies. Furthermore, the comprehensive 
examination of sports motions has proven challenging 
due to the distinctive attributes inherent in each specific 
activity. Numerous physical activities require the recog-
nition of individuals in densely populated environments. 
Moreover, activities like leaping, plunging, swaying, and 
striking can undermine precision to a certain extent.

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a very interesting topic 
within computer science, with its primary objective 
being the development of intelligent machines. The pri-
mary objective is to develop computers that possess the 
cognitive abilities and independent decision-making 

capabilities necessary to do tasks traditionally attributed 
to human beings [15]. Computer Vision [16], is a special-
ized domain within artificial intelligence that focuses on 
the examination and interpretation of visual data, such 
as images and videos. Its primary objective is to replicate 
humans’ cognitive skills to extract valuable information 
and comprehend the underlying content of these visual 
inputs. Feature extraction and classification algorithms 
play a crucial role in the analysis of data gathered from 
sport events, regardless of the specific type of data being 
considered. Based on the referenced literature [17], it has 
been shown that neural networks (NNs) and support vec-
tor machines (SVMs) serve as proficient main classifiers 
inside systems that depend on human feature extrac-
tion. Significant progress has been made in the domain 
of image categorization through the utilization of con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs), which draw inspira-
tion from the hierarchical structure of the human visual 
cortex [18]. Feature extraction and classification allow 
CNN to autonomously extract distinctive characteristics 
from training videos. The analysis of action representa-
tions and the extraction of pertinent components has the 
potential to significantly enhance the enhancement of 
sport-related activities.

Computer vision presents several challenges, especially 
in the domain of human activity identification. Histori-
cally, frame-by-frame video analysis has been used to 
monitor and record athletes’ movements in competi-
tive environments. There is a need for frameworks that 
are more context-specific, accurate, and efficient, along 
with the inclusion of supplemental data, images, and 
video frames. Deep learning is widely recognized in this 
domain for its exceptional efficacy and significant com-
putational capabilities. CNNs, sometimes referred to as 
automated techniques, have been increasingly employed 
in various research endeavors aimed at the recognition 
of human behavior in video data. However, there are 
numerous limitations that affect these systems’ capacity 
to properly handle a significant volume of video frames 
in real-time. Current research is now investigating the 
potential applications of human activity recognition in 
many team and individual sports, including handball, 
volleyball, hockey, baseball, soccer, basketball, and other 
related fields. The identification of an athlete’s move-
ments is a significant difficulty in light of the dynamic 
nature of sporting events. These events are characterized 
by high speeds and the execution of several maneuvers by 
players as they navigate and transition between positions 
[19].

The primary objective of this study is to examine 
the feasibility of using real-time monitoring tech-
niques across several sports. The proposed approach 
relies heavily on the utilization of a network of video 
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sensors strategically placed in diverse and ever-chang-
ing surroundings. To facilitate tracking, our focus will 
be on the creation of multispectral control videos. The 
demand for substantial quantities of real-time and 
offline data has stimulated the emergence of innovative 
concepts in motion and activity recognition pertaining 
to recorded sprot events. Our methodology for identi-
fying human behavior in sports surpasses conventional 
instructional approaches by including deformable 
learning techniques. In a movie activity recognition 
related sport, low-resolution frames are preferrable for 
presenting several frames in a movie activity recogni-
tion related sport, despite their difficulty in recognizing 
individuals or objects. For storage or network trans-
fer, low-resolution images can be compressed better. 
Using our proposed structure and sport-related action 
recognizer, we propose a novel feature extraction and 
learning methodology. As a result of its robustness, effi-
ciency, and statistical analysis, the technique is a very 
viable contender for improving activity identification 
in athletic events of the same type. Detailed analysis of 
a few of the significant findings from the investigation 
follows.

1) A comprehensive understanding of action recogni-
tion is required for accurate identification and effi-
cient administration of athletic activities. This paper 
presents a hybrid deep learning system that accu-
rately identifies and classifies human activities and 
athletic events.

2) We provide innovative and user-centric methodolo-
gies for our cutting-edge research on action recogni-
tion. By incorporating a learning mechanism, error 
rates can be reduced to less than 3% using the recom-
mended design.

3) There is a difference between the method described 
in this study and the conventional scaling method-
ologies commonly used in deep CNN designs. In 
contrast, it uses a hybrid scaling strategy to ensure 
consistency in its architecture. For improved gener-
alization, CNN architectures can be modified with 
arbitrary dimensions, such as width, height, and 
resolution.

4) Tests have been conducted to evaluate the resilience 
of the proposed optimized networks in comparison 
to other sport-related action recognizer models. A 
deformable convolution network is used to enhance 
feature extraction and classification using adaptive 
multiscale feature generators and improved attention 
mechanisms. In most approaches to human action 
recognition (HAR), high-quality frames are empha-
sized. As a result, alterations to image dimensions or 
resolution may lead to error in recognition.

The applied framework for our research endeavors is 
based on an organizational structure. In the second sec-
tion, a summary of pertinent research is provided. In 
Sect. 3, we provide a novel feature extraction and learning 
methodology that leverages our proposed structure and 
sport-related action recognizer. The experimental find-
ings derived from the proposed methodology for video 
frame analysis are documented in Sect.  4. The research 
conclusion is then accompanied by a concise overview of 
its principal issues, which are further expounded upon in 
Sect. 5.

Related work
When many participants, often representing conflicting 
teams, are present on the playing field, the situation gets 
more intricate. It is imperative to monitor and appreci-
ate these individuals’ activities. Furthermore, players can 
simultaneously perform many tasks, albeit with a delay, 
ensuring each athlete does a distinct activity at the same 
time. Challenges associated with the recognition of mul-
tiple objects in the presence of occlusion and crowded 
environments [20] manifest when individuals in a scene 
exhibit movement relative to the camera, obstruct each 
other’s visibility, enter or exit the camera’s visual range, 
and similar scenarios occur.

In the study [1] conducted by the authors, a compari-
son is made between CNN, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), 
and LSTM models. These models are evaluated using a 
custom dataset specifically created to differentiate vari-
ous behaviors observed in handball scenarios. Further-
more, the temporal aspect of the data is considered 
throughout the analysis. The dataset’s foundation consists 
of over three thousand annotated videos, encompass-
ing many categories such as dribbling, passing, shooting, 
throwing, and others. Given the considerable variation in 
the duration required to complete different activities, the 
researchers examined the resulting results by manipu-
lating the number of input frames. They used strategies 
such as frame reduction. The researchers determined 
that the MLP-based model yielded the most favorable 
findings. Additionally, they observed that increasing 
the number of frames could enhance action recognition 
accuracy in this particular case.

HAR may be categorized by deep learning-based 
techniques, including but not limited to automatic fea-
ture extraction from frames, description, and classifica-
tion. Currently, the prevailing methods used are deep 
learning-based techniques [21]. Although deep learning 
eliminates human feature extraction, a substantial data-
set is still necessary for the learning process to estimate 
several parameters in the hidden layers. This network 
learns to recognize labeled actions [22]. CNN and Long 
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) are extensively employed 
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as models for Deep Learning-based HAR in sports [23]. 
Two-stream CNNs have been utilized in sports applica-
tions due to their ability to handle multiple streams of 
input and process specific network layers separately [24]. 
This approach has been demonstrated in several sports-
related studies [25, 26]. Moreover, studies often integrate 
many methodologies when considering the temporal 
aspect of human action recognition [27].

The use of feedback connections in recurrent neural 
networks (RNNs) enables the effect of past time step 
input activations on the present input output, in con-
trast to the employment of feedforward connections in 
conventional neural networks (CNNs). RNNs include 
a notable attribute that renders them very suitable 
for modeling sequences, such as video frames. Long-
Short-Term Memory (LSTM), RNNs, and Long-term 
temporal convolutions can be used for simulating time 
sequences [28].

Taekwondo, a discipline classified as an individual 
sport, has been identified as a domain in which the HAR 
methodology has been used [29]. In accordance with this 
approach, the researchers limited their investigation of 
tennis player behavior to two specific actions, namely left 
and right swings. The challenge arises mostly when the 
player character’s height is limited to 30 pixels, particu-
larly in frames designed for distant viewing. The devel-
opment of tennis action categorization via transudative 
transfer learning was described by [30]. The authors uti-
lized Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) 3D features 
to depict activities in their study. To facilitate transfer, 
they developed two distinct techniques: one included 
re-weighting features, while the other involved translat-
ing and scaling features. The researchers engaged in an 
analysis of a proprietary dataset, which was not publicly 
accessible, in order to classify theatrical performances 
into three distinct categories: “serve,“ “hit,“ or “non-hit.“ 
The focus of recent scholarly investigations has been on 
the identification of actions at a micro-level within the 
domain of tennis. The Inception neural network, which 
has been trained using a distinct dataset, represents films 
as sequences of features. In classification, three-layered 
LSTM networks are trained. The THETIS dataset is used 
to evaluate the models.

In order to achieve automated recognition of ten fun-
damental badminton motions, a group of studies [31] 
integrated a sensor chip into a badminton racquet. The 
most favorable outcomes were achieved using AFEB-
AlexNet, whereby a distinct module for adaptive feature 
extraction was proposed, followed by AlexNet, and lastly, 
LSTM networks.

The Siamese Spatio-temporal Convolutional neural 
network was employed by the author of [32] to success-
fully classify 20 distinct table tennis stroke movements, 

exhibiting little variability across the different categories. 
They compute Optical Flow using RGB images obtained 
from the TTStroke-21 dataset. This dataset comprises 
129 videos, lasting 94 h, capturing table tennis matches. 
The dataset was submitted to the MediaEval Challenge 
in 2020. In the proposed Siamese network design, data 
fusion occurs within a fully connected layer following the 
application of three spatial-temporal convolutions. The 
study [33] proposed a multi-stage deep neural network 
pipeline for stroke type detection in table tennis, utiliz-
ing spatial-temporal properties. This pipeline utilizes 
many methodologies, including RGB image-based, Opti-
cal Flow-oriented, pose-oriented, and region-of-interest 
analysis, to create predictions about the final class. Each 
stage of the pipeline focuses on different factors to get 
diverse results. The optimal prediction is derived from 
the TTStroke-21 dataset through the fusion of outcomes 
collected at each stage. Ultimately, RGB images inte-
grated with Optical Flow-based methodologies produce 
the most accurate results. The SoccerNet dataset, [33], 
has been specifically curated for activity identification in 
online soccer videos. Goals, cards, and substitutions are 
among the methods used to categorize annotated activi-
ties. The collection has 6637 distinct activity instances. 
Feature extraction was performed using a 3D CNN, an 
Inflated 3D CNN (I3D CNN) [35], and a Residual Net-
work (ResNet). The study utilized several deep learning 
models, including Custom CNN, SoftDBOW, NetFV, 
NetVLAD, and NetRVLAD, in addition to employing 
diverse pooling approaches such as mean pooling and 
max pooling [36].

In the study conducted by [37], action recognition 
techniques were employed to condense extensive soccer 
footage into concise summaries. By employing a LSTM 
network trained on extracted soccer features, as well as 
a ResNet based on 3D-CNN, the researchers successfully 
achieved recognition of the five distinct actions (center-
line, corner-kick, free-kick, goal action, and throw-in) 
outlined in their designated dataset, Soccer5.

The authors propose a deep learning method for fine-
grained action detection in soccer. The objective was 
to determine the effectiveness of a player in stopping 
a soccer ball, based on the analysis of 132 soccer train-
ing videos. The dataset used for this study consisted of 
2543 annotated instances of ball-stopping actions. This 
methodology was discussed in detail in [38]. It is perti-
nent to consider the variability in human-object interac-
tion movements due to the indistinguishable nature of 
the motions and scenery involved in these two activities. 
This study proposes the utilization of an object-level tra-
jectory-based cascaded deep network, which combines 
a YOLOv3 network for detection with an LSTM-driven 
network for classification.
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In order to derive high-level semantic attributes from 
soccer data, the researchers in [39] conducted fine-tun-
ing of several action recognition models and developed 
a temporal detection module based on transformers to 
identify the desired events. The study [40] conducted 
a study on action recognition in basketball, aiming to 
discern noteworthy individuals and events depicted 
in game video. The suggested model has been trained 
using a dataset exclusive to the organization. Its purpose 
is to detect and classify eleven distinct types of action 
or occurrence. Additionally, the model automatically 
allocates “attention” to the persons responsible for the 
observed incidents.

The study [41] devised a method called LSTM-DGCN 
for recognizing basketball players’ actions. This method-
ology is built upon RNNs and deep graph convolutional 
networks (DGCNs) specifically designed to process 
skeletal data. Northwestern Polytechnical University 
researchers developed a comprehensive dataset called 
NPU RGB + D, which consists of RGB image data and 
depth data. This dataset was specifically built to capture 
12 complex activities, encompassing 32 different atomic 
actions, performed by basketball players. The collec-
tion comprises 2169 videos, equivalent to 75,000 frames, 
encompassing RGB frame sequences, depth maps, and 
skeleton coordinates. The dataset utilized in their study 
has a high level of competitiveness, while the experimen-
tal results demonstrate that their technique outperforms 
current state-of-the-art action recognition systems.

Moreover, the study [42] pertains to volleyball’s identi-
fication as a group activity. The LSTM model represents 
sequential activity. In order to obtain a comprehensive 
understanding of an activity, an additional LSTM model 
aggregates data at the individual level. By employing a 
two-step methodology, the researchers successfully con-
structed a temporal framework for characterizing specific 
activities. Subsequently, they merged these individual 
representations to discern collective activity patterns.

In the context of recognizing hockey activities, [43] 
proposes to employ the pre-trained VGGNet-16, which 
is a transfer learning model based on deep learning tech-
niques. The authors constructed the hockey dataset by 
extracting footage from the International Hockey Fed-
eration archives and the video sharing site YouTube. The 
four most prevalent occurrences that they were aware of 
are free hits, goals, long corners, and penalty corners.

In their publication, the researchers in [44] intro-
duced a transformer network architecture that was uti-
lized to identify National Hockey League (NHL) players 
based on on-screen jersey numbers observed in broad-
cast video. Further investigation and refinement of this 
network will enable it to accurately identify and clas-
sify human behaviors. In [45], the authors provide a 

well-curated dataset consisting of six distinct pitch cat-
egories, which exhibits high quality. The researchers 
utilized a two-stream inflated 3D convolutional neural 
network to discern several categories of baseball pitches 
using recorded broadcasts as input data. The authors of 
reference [46] constructed a dataset by employing mul-
timodal Kinect sensors and cameras to assess the signals 
and discern the behaviors of the players on the baseball 
field. The researchers employed a multimodal LSTM 
model for this purpose. This study proposes 10 differ-
ent ways to improve the efficacy of baseball pitching and 
batting techniques. Prior to games or practices, players’ 
health is evaluated by left and right stretches, lunges to 
the side, and deep squats. The initial results of the pro-
posed model indicate that a baseball coach has the poten-
tial to utilize multimodal sensor data to assess a potential 
player’s behavior both during games and in non-game 
situations.

In the study conducted by [47], HOG features were 
seen in combination with SVM, KNN, and AlexNet 
models. In the study conducted by the authors in [48], 
the OpenPose skeleton key points [49] were utilized 
and included in a LSTM network as a set of distinctive 
characteristics. In a subsequent study, a method for dis-
cerning between gaming and stroke was introduced, 
employing a scene recognition algorithm [50].

The study [51] proposed an architectural design for a 
deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) that is both 
computationally efficient and straightforward, while also 
including multiscale processing, with the aim of enhanc-
ing human activity identification. Through careful and 
systematic network design, the researchers significantly 
increased the network scope and complexity. The rec-
ommended architecture was evaluated by rigorous test-
ing on publicly accessible datasets such as UCF101, 
HMDB51, TV-HI, YouTube, IXMAS, and UCF sports 
datasets.

Methodology
This methodology is based on a comprehensive frame-
work, as shown in Fig. 1. Using CNN is required for the 
extraction of characteristics from video.

In the current version of the focus module, large and 
small feature maps can be handled. Consequently, CNN 
networks include Deformable Convolution Networks 
(DCN) in order to represent deformations at various 
scales.

Preparing step
The To identify sporting events from surveillance foot-
age shot in a variety of settings, a deep learning net-
work is used. In addition to improved accuracy, deep 
learning systems also have greater capacity to handle 
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large datasets. Many different conventional and experi-
mental methods exist for capturing moving images. 
In the pre-processing phase, frames of recorded con-
tent are deleted one by one. Each movie has its own 
subfolder, which is refreshed with new screenshots. 
Extracting frames from the video file and saving them 
as JPEGs is the first step in creating still images. Images 
at 100%, 70%, and 50% of the original frame resolution 
were all processed using the bilinear method. Images 
are compressed by reducing their dimensions (or reso-
lutions) quickly. The speed and precision with which it 
reduces frames are two strong arguments in favor of its 
application.

Action videos are generated randomly. Video com-
pression algorithms that use frame sampling reduce the 
computational burden of processing unnecessary data. 
Depending on the dataset parameters, the number of 
shot segments in various films may vary. By selecting a 
single frame randomly from the available alternatives, 
the number of images in each section may be minimized. 
Although the vast majority of an event may be captured 

in frames, only a few key details are often recorded. Our 
dynamic image sampling procedure is shown in Fig. 2.

In action videos, random sampling keeps the number of 
frames to a minimum. By avoiding unnecessary data pro-
cessing, frame sampling reduces video volume and saves 
computing resources. In the dataset, the number of shot 
segments varies from video to video. For each subsec-
tion, a random frame is selected to reduce the number of 
usable images. The video captures depict distinct events 
despite the lack of contextual information. The procedure 
for dynamically sampling photographs is shown in Fig. 2. 
Processing time can be reduced by only encoding the 
frames that change during a video. Different movies will 
have different shot segments depending on the dataset 
specifications. Randomly selecting one image from each 
section reduces the number of images in each section. 
There are few details missing from a film that can capture 
the majority of an event. The figure below illustrates how 
our dynamic image sampling method works. Random 
frames are generated for action videos. Frame sampling 
compresses video and avoids unnecessary processing 

Fig. 1 The diagram provided serves as an illustrative example of the format used for presenting the approach

Fig. 2 Shows a randomly selected sample of baseball players. Shrinkage involves selecting frames randomly and assembling them to create 
reduced-sized movies through a stochastic process
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time. Depending on the parameters of the dataset, dif-
ferent films feature different numbers of shot segments. 
By randomly selecting one frame from the pool of avail-
able frames, each segment’s image count is reduced. A 
majority of an event may be captured on video with only 
a few key details. Our approach to dynamically sampling 
images is shown in Fig. 2.

Learning procedure
The first phase entails the classification of the sport-
related activities portrayed in the video frames. The 
aforementioned classification is employed for the pur-
pose of identifying instances of type of action in sport 
within the video frames. This allows for the accurate and 
timely detection of sport-related activities in the video 
frames. This is a crucial step, as it allows for the subse-
quent extraction of the temporal and spatial features 
of the sport-related activities. The extracted features 
are then used for the recognition of the sport-related 
activities.

Deformable convolution model
At the outset, x and y are designated as the initial and 
final feature maps, respectively. In this context, the sym-
bol  p0 denotes the feature map output coordinate. The 
following are the template coordinates  (pn) for the con-
volutional kernel. Mathematical formulations for convo-
lution can be found in the literature when conventional 
two-dimensional kernels are utilized [52].

The point that has been sampled in this particular 
example is denoted by coordinates of the form sum-
mation of  pn and  p0. The weight parameter w(pn) of the 
convolutional kernel is defined by its template T. In the 
present context, our focus is directed towards the con-
volutional kernel size of 3 × 3 due to its frequent utiliza-
tion. In the given scenario, the observed pattern can be 
denoted using the symbol  T3 × 3:

In the default template T, the values of point pairs are 
exclusively integers. The concept of deformable convo-
lution involves the incorporation of an offset parameter 
into the T transformation matrix, thereby extending the 
conventional convolution operation:

Consider allowing a decimal value to represent the var-
iable  pn. Additionally, let {Δpn | n = 1, 2,…, N}be equal to 

(1)y(p0) =
pn∈T

x(pn + p0).w(pn)

(2)T3×3 = {(−1,−1), (−1, 0), ...., (0, 0), (0, 1), ..., (1,−1)}

(3)y(p0) =
∑

pn∈T
x(�pn + pn + p0).w(pn)

the cardinality of the set obtained by taking the absolute 
value of the set T, N. To enhance ease, we can simplify 
Eq. (4) by denoting the product of  pn and  p0 as  Pn.

This statement suggests the existence of N = |T∗| 
and T∗ = {P0, P1, …, PN}. The value of  Pn is a numerical 
representation rounded to two decimal places, thereby 
necessitating consideration of this particular characteris-
tic. The inclusion of decimal sample points  (Pn +  p0) is 
considered superfluous when the positions on the feature 
map x only consist of integer values. In order to compute 
the missing value for the decimal sample points, an inter-
polation function is employed, which may be expressed 
as:

The subsequent procedures demonstrate the method-
ology employed in calculating the value of  Pn for each 
provided x-coordinate q, utilizing the interpolation ker-
nel function G(.,.).

in which,

The application of deformable convolution by CNN-
Block presents a viable alternative to conventional convo-
lution for the purpose of extracting and comprehending 
geometric modifications.

Feature representation
Analysis of static images taken during a dynamic athletic 
event reveals intricate and unforeseen patterns. In this 
study, we provide a novel multi-scale deformable atten-
tion module that effectively identifies crucial regions and 
characteristics. Sports activity in the research region is 
influenced by factors such as complexity, resemblance 
to baseline circumstances, and small spatial patterns. In 
order to include accurate spatial information, the con-
volution approach utilizes a filter with a predetermined 
receptive field size. The process of extracting several 
hierarchical representations from convolutional net-
works employing filters of a single size has similar chal-
lenges, as discussed in previous studies [53, 54]. When 
doing a comprehensive assessment of many sport activi-
ties simultaneously, it is imperative to efficiently collect 
and analyze visual data. This phenomenon is particularly 

(4)y(p0) =
∑

pn∈T∗
x(pn + p0).w(Pn)

(5)x(p) =
∑

q
x(q).G(q, p)

(6)
∂y(p0)

∂�Pn
=

∑

Pn∈T∗

[

∂y(Pn + p0)

∂Pn
.w(Pn)

]

(7)
∂y(p0)

∂�Pn
=

∑

Pn∈T∗

(

w(Pn).
∑

q

[

x(q)
∂G(q,Pn + p0)

∂Pn

])
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evident when comparing individuals with typical abili-
ties. Individuals are continuously exposed to a multitude 
of signals that are similarly complex. This study success-
fully employed a multi-scale deep convolutional network 
(DCN) to discern distinct patterns of human behavior in 
various athletic scenarios. The objective was to identify 
significant associations between successive video frames.

This study used an analysis approach informed by [52]. 
Due to their ability to accurately identify body despite 
geometric deformations, including changes in size, pos-
ture, and perspective, deformable convolutional net-
works have proven to be advantageous. To do this, the 
offset, convolution, and sample location are constantly 
adapted. The DCN demonstrates a high level of precision 
in capturing and reconstructing the intricate and diverse 
properties present within the receptive field. A compre-
hensive neural network may perform a range of tasks, 
including but not limited to applying multi-scale deform-
able attention modules, utilizing feature maps of differ-
ent dimensions, and conducting pattern classification to 
identify the type of sport. Figure  3 shows the intricate 
network architecture used to identify sports within video 
frames.

Figure 4 illustrates the potential benefits of employing 
a flexible attention module at different scales to miti-
gate gradient vanishing. It is ensured that the set order 
is maintained throughout the procedure. This design 
utilizes a multiscale deformable attention module 
extraction technique to facilitate hierarchical attention 

maps. Figure  5 illustrates the structural design of the 
Head, whereas Fig.  4 depicts the configuration of a 
multiscale deformable attention module.

The multi-scale DCN employs three kernels of vary-
ing sizes and integrates them by concatenating the 
resultant feature maps. Moreover, a 1 × 1 convolution 
layer is employed to establish a residual link. Smaller 
kernel sizes have been shown to be effective for edges 
and other video frames, but much larger kernel sizes 
are necessary for capturing diverse properties. To 
enhance video frame collection in athletic events, it is 
possible to use data from both low and high frequen-
cies. Subsequently, 1 × 1 convolutional layer are utilized 
to standardize the multi-scale input, and the network is 
trained utilizing a soft-plus activation function.

Ultimately, a comprehensive cartographic represen-
tation was produced, highlighting distinctive attrib-
utes within different frequency categories. Initially, the 
hierarchical features undergo normalization using the 
L2-norm technique. Subsequently, an attention map is 
employed to construct the ultimate feature map. The 
previously described feature map is next submitted to 
sequential processing, wherein each component is indi-
vidually inspected. The initial layer of the convolutional 
neural network possesses the ability to detect rudimen-
tary characteristics such as the boundaries and outlines 
of video frames. Conversely, the deeper layers of the 
network have the capability to identify more intricate 
patterns.

Fig. 3 In our study, we combine hierarchical feature maps with a multiscale deformable attention module to create a network architecture. The 
purpose of this research is to develop methods for more accurately identifying and locating sporting events within video clips
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Edge computing
In order to enhance comprehension of human activities, a 
framework has been devised that encompasses a scenario 
for the acquisition of data pertaining to sports. This is 
done through the process of action recognition. In order 
to advance the discussion on this subject, we employed 
the recommended deep learning network in combina-
tion with an edge computing video analysis approach. 
The first proposition was the introduction of a theoreti-
cal framework for edge computing, aimed at mitigating 
power consumption and enhancing processing velocity 
in interconnected devices. The proposed instructional 
methodology utilizes real-time video frames obtained in 
low-resolution environments, which are subsequently 
analyzed inside a sample data analysis system to generate 
forecasts for human performance across several sports 
disciplines. Figure  6 shows the planned human activity 
related sports edge computing architecture.

Edge computing and interconnected devices have the 
advantage of enhancing the security of individuals’ per-
sonal information. Users’ privacy will not be affected 
when using this platform for activity data analysis. 

Within the framework of edge computing architecture, 
real-time applications encompass the expeditious and 
accurate transmission of data across cloud systems, as 
well as the immediate accessibility of user data via remote 
monitoring systems. To conduct a more comprehensive 
analysis of this phenomenon, we integrated real-time 
data processing into our investigation. In this particular 
case, data aggregation is facilitated by HUBs, which can 
comprise different nodes. The data set and flow module is 
responsible for gathering and distributing the outcomes 
of real-time activity analysis conducted on video footage 
of athletic events generated within the edge computing 
environment. This particular component facilitates the 
effective transmission of real-time data while minimizing 
data loss.

Results
In this section, we will conduct an analysis of the out-
comes, with a particular emphasis on the implementa-
tion components of the study strategy. The study starts 
by doing a comprehensive inspection of the video frames.

Fig. 4 An intricate network of a number of DCN components makes up the deformable attention module that can work at various scales, as shown 
in the diagram below

Fig. 5 The graphic presented illustrates the anatomical structure of the Head part
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Dataset
The datasets employed in this investigation include UCF 
Sports [14], UCF50 [55], and YouTube (UCF11) [56]. The 
UCF Sports dataset, created by the Action Recognition 
Society, encompasses a diverse range of sports-related 
activities across many sporting disciplines. Events of this 
nature are often covered by broadcast networks such 
as the BBC and ESPN. Figure 7 illustrates a selection of 
stock footage sources, including BBC Motion Gallery 
and Getty Images, from which the video sequences were 
obtained. The collection under consideration comprises 
150 sequences, each having a resolution of 720 × 480 
pixels. The diverse range of places and perspectives 
encompassed within this compilation offers a rich array 
of potential activities. This data is intended to encourage 

further investigation into the field of action recognition 
in natural settings through the public availability of this 
dataset. Since the dataset was created, it has been uti-
lized in a diverse range of situations. This includes action 
identification, action localization, and saliency detection, 
among others. In Fig.  7, we display a sample received 
frame from the UCF Sports dataset containing various 
activities.

The UCF50 dataset [55] exhibits a diverse range of 
human behaviors as a result of the multitude of camera 
motions, object views and locations, object scale, per-
spective, cluttered backdrop, and ambient lighting condi-
tions. There exist several sets of movements that exhibit 
similarities, such as an individual performing the piano 
four times from significantly distinct perspectives.

Fig. 6 The figure shows the proposed framework for edge computing in sport-related human activities

Fig. 7 The sample received frames from the dataset “UCF Sports” containing videos of diving (14 videos), swinging (18 videos), kicking (20 videos), 
lifting (6 videos), riding horses (12 videos), running (13 videos), skateboarding (12 videos), swing-bench (20 videos), swing-side (13 videos), 
and walking (22 videos)
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The YouTube dataset [56] has 11 unique activity cat-
egories, including strolling with a dog, volleyball spik-
ing, trampoline leaping, tennis swinging, soccer juggling, 
horseback riding, golf swinging, diving, shooting, biking/
cycling, swinging, and basketball. The dataset provided 
presents notable difficulties arising from substantial vari-
ations in camera motion, object attributes such as visual 
features, body position, and size, differing perspectives, 
complex backdrops, and a wide range of lighting con-
ditions, among other contributing variables. The films 
have been systematically classified and arranged into 
25 distinct categories, with each category containing a 
minimum of 4 action portions. The video clips within a 
certain group demonstrate common features, such as the 
inclusion of the same actor, similar background settings, 
a consistent perspective, and other relevant qualities. 
The videos are encoded in Microsoft MPEG-4 format. To 
access the files, install a suitable codec. One example is 
the K-lite Codec Pack, which provides a compilation of 
codecs that may be employed for this particular objective.

Implementation details
The In both the training and testing phases, the Keras 
framework was combined with the TensorFlow library. 
Furthermore, a GeForce RTX 3070 graphics card 
equipped with 4GB of GDDR5 RAM was used in the 
experiment. Our testing involved comparing the pro-
posed attention module with state-of-the-art models for 
image recognition tasks. Convolutional networks, such 
as RegNetY, exhibit compact and efficient design spaces. 
In addition to depth, initial width, and gradient, we have 
collected several other key attributes. To optimize the 
model’s depth, breadth, and input size, EfficientNet uses 
a compound scaling technique. Following their initial 
training on ImageNet, both models were fine-tuned using 
proprietary data. The findings from iterations 2–4 of each 
model were also incorporated into the primary research. 
A comparison of the two models was conducted to deter-
mine their similarities and differences.

In terms of class distribution, the brain activity data-
set showed significant variability. Due to its cost-effec-
tiveness as a machine learning method, focused loss was 
used as the loss function in this study. By assigning higher 
importance to instances with less data, cost-sensitive 
learning reduces disparities between groups. Cases with 
increased complexity in their categorization are given 
greater importance by the focused loss function. Iden-
tifying the ideal combination of Alpha = 1 and Beta = 0 
minimized the overall loss in this experiment. Overlap-
ping athletic activities may compromise the accuracy of 
video frame measurements. In order to address the chal-
lenge of amalgamating several frames of sports video, 
the concentrated loss function was employed. The goal 

was to mitigate conflicts among socioeconomic groups. 
Rectified Adam (RAdam) was the optimization approach 
used in our study. In addition, cosine decay principles 
were used to establish learning rate schedules. Within a 
range of 0.00001 to 0.0002, the training rates were con-
strained. The training batches consisted of 16 individuals, 
and the iterations totaled 1000. Validation of the results 
was performed using a 5-fold cross-validation method. 
For evaluation purposes, the collection includes a vari-
ety of example images. A maximum of 20% of the avail-
able information can be used for assessment, leaving the 
remaining 80% for training. Using K-fold cross-validation 
(CV) with a value of 5, 80% of the training and validation 
data are used for model training, while the remaining 
20% are used for evaluating the model’s validity.

Evaluations
The presence of several categories within the provided 
confusion matrix indicates that further tests were con-
ducted to validate cross-validation correctness. Each 
of the four modified structures retained an same total 
number of parameters as their respective original ver-
sions. The evaluation criteria exhibit a consistent pattern 
across all designs, with few or negligible discrepancies 
seen in test outcomes. In comparison to other models, 
the model under evaluation demonstrates a higher like-
lihood of accuracy. When employed within the appro-
priate framework, the suggested methodology yields 
optimal outcomes. In contrast to previous comparable 
models, this deep convolutional learning model has a 
reduced parameter count and a more streamlined com-
puting implementation. The model indicated above has 
improved generalization skills in data tests, and it dem-
onstrates successful learning from a smaller training 
dataset than rival models. The enhanced resilience of the 
model in mitigating overfitting is attributed to the reduc-
tion in the number of variables, resulting in heightened 
accuracy. Each component’s performance is assessed sep-
arately. The majority of the activities seen in the datasets 
included in the research had an inherent athletic compo-
nent. Our strategies consistently yield enhanced experi-
mental efficiency. In this work, a technique was designed 
to perform a multi-class categorization assignment that 
incorporates sports-related behaviors. The approach 
achieved accuracy values of 97.84% for UCF sport, 
97.75% for UCF50, and 98.91% for YouTuble (UCF11).

The presence of several categories within the provided 
confusion matrix indicates that further tests were con-
ducted to validate cross-validation correctness. Each of the 
four modified structures retained a same total number of 
parameters as their respective original versions. The evalu-
ation criteria exhibit a consistent pattern across all designs, 
with few or negligible discrepancies seen in test outcomes. 
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In comparison to other models, the model under evalua-
tion demonstrates a higher likelihood of accuracy.

When employed within the appropriate framework, 
the suggested methodology yields optimal outcomes. In 
contrast to previous comparable models, this deep con-
volutional learning model has a reduced parameter count 
and a more streamlined computing implementation. All 
actions related to sports have been taken into account, 
leading to the presentation of the mean estimations for 
accuracy, recall, precision, F-score, and Kappa over five 
K-fold cross-validation cycles in Table 1.

The identical criteria are often employed for the anal-
ysis of sports data obtained from recorded films filmed 
in diverse locations. The overall construction quality of 
the vehicle surpasses that of its primary competitors. 
The validity of our studies was assessed by employing 
a 5-fold cross validation (CV = 5) technique. The exten-
sive range of video frames facilitates the achievement of 
high experimental repeatability. Despite the presence of 
imitation and an uneven distribution of frames in our 
study and dataset, we successfully addressed challenges 
related to imbalanced data and overfitting through 

Table 1  A comparison of experimental results between our suggested technique and similar structures is presented in the table 
below. Analyzing video frames from many scenes, the analysis focuses on three distinct activities within the context of sports

Dataset Resolution Model Accuracy Recall Precision F-score Kappa

UCF sport 50% CNN 95.32% 95.05% 94.97% 95.01% 73.99%

CNN + Attention 96.07% 95.63% 95.59% 95.61% 78.17%

DCN + Attention 96.21% 95.76% 96.02% 95.89% 78.95%

Proposed 96.98% 96.81% 96.87% 96.79% 83.25%

70% CNN 96.17% 95.77% 95.99% 95.88% 78.73%

CNN + Attention 96.21% 95.92% 95.94% 95.92% 78.94%

DCN + Attention 96.67% 96.14% 96.40% 96.26% 81.48%

Proposed 97.16% 97.07% 96.90% 96.98% 84.24%

100% CNN 96.47% 96.11% 96.29% 96.19% 80.38%

CNN + Attention 96.65% 96.39% 96.31% 96.34% 81.37%

DCN + Attention 97.20% 96.90% 97.22% 97.05% 84.46%

Proposed 97.84% 97.85% 97.91% 97.87% 87.99%

YouTube (UCF11) 50% CNN 96.63% 96.04% 96.16% 96.10% 79.63%

CNN + Attention 98.09% 97.51% 97.59% 97.55% 88.44%

DCN + Attention 98.28% 97.68% 97.72% 97.70% 89.58%

Proposed 98.51% 97.97% 98.05% 98.01% 90.96%

70% CNN 96.49% 95.92% 95.99% 95.95% 78.75%

CNN + Attention 98.16% 97.73% 97.66% 97.69% 88.87%

DCN + Attention 98.46% 97.92% 97.93% 97.93% 90.69%

Proposed 98.77% 98.19% 98.23% 98.21% 92.56%

100% CNN 97.06% 96.50% 96.49% 96.50% 82.24%

CNN + Attention 98.36% 97.88% 97.84% 97.86% 90.08%

DCN + Attention 98.49% 97.94% 97.98% 97.96% 90.89%

Proposed 98.87% 98.38% 98.36% 98.37% 93.15%

UCF50 50% CNN 93.43% 93.06% 93.01% 93.03% 60.24%

CNN + Attention 95.48% 95.03% 94.96% 94.99% 72.65%

DCN + Attention 96.71% 96.20% 96.21% 96.19% 80.12%

Proposed 97.62% 97.00% 97.04% 97.02% 85.63%

70% CNN 94.13% 93.62% 93.69% 93.66% 64.46%

CNN + Attention 95.86% 95.39% 95.35% 95.36% 74.93%

DCN + Attention 96.80% 96.23% 96.27% 96.25% 80.67%

Proposed 97.70% 97.22% 97.26% 97.24% 86.09%

100% CNN 94.23% 93.80% 93.79% 93.79% 65.10%

CNN + Attention 96.58% 95.99% 96.06% 96.03% 79.29%

DCN + Attention 96.92% 96.39% 96.40% 96.39% 81.37%

Proposed 97.73% 97.16% 97.16% 97.15% 86.25%
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the implementation of our suggested approach. It is 
important to bear in mind, however, that certain video 
frames depict elements unrelated to sports. Therefore, 
it is imperative to establish a rigorous specification 
standard.

The aforementioned findings provide evidence for the 
soundness and reliability of the 5-fold cross validation 
technique. Furthermore, the study demonstrated that the 
implementation of this method not only mitigated the 
impact of potential biases but also enhanced the level of 
accuracy. The video stills are from a dataset characterized 
by classes exhibiting low accuracy in their categorization. 
The assessment was conducted using three models as 
described in Table 1: a CNN, a CNN with attention mod-
ule, a DCN with module, and attention with a unique 
multi-scale deformable attention module. The afore-
mentioned classes were assessed for their prevalence in 
accordance with the norms of our study, utilizing these 
models. Due to the inherent decreased accuracy of lower 
resolution frames compared to higher resolution frames, 
the likelihood of generating false positives and false nega-
tives is increased. The number of cases in the database is 
limited. Nevertheless, when employed in the assessment 
of sports-related actions, the aforementioned methodol-
ogy has potential.

The labeling of each frame is determined by random 
sampling from the original labels associated with each 
video. To alleviate computational load [57, 58], we opted 
to examine one of the three frames in an arbitrary man-
ner. Furthermore, we considered alternative scenarios 

when determining overall accuracy by randomly select-
ing frames from a range of 2, 3, 4, …, and 10 frames. The 
selection of one of the three frames yielded the highest 
accuracy level, as seen in Table  2. Out of the potential 
frames numbered 2, 3, 4, …, and 10, only one frame is 
retained and documented in Table 2.

Furthermore, the accuracy and computational com-
plexity of frames were assessed by evaluating frames with 
lower resolutions and varying the number of selected 
frames simultaneously. As the number of removed frames 
grows, there is a decline in the correlation between the 
retrieved characteristics and the video sequence.

The decline in accuracy is not particularly noteworthy. 
Various methodologies can be employed to dynamically 
determine the optimal video frames. The utilization of 
various methodologies in conjunction with the process 
of video preparation and frame selection can, however, 
be a time-consuming endeavor. To ensure the accuracy 
of the retrieved characteristics, it is important to select 
the optimal frames. Automating this process can help to 
reduce the time and effort required.

Discussion
The proposed methodology has the capability to effec-
tively categorize action recognition tasks by utilizing 
video frames obtained from a diverse range of individu-
als in various locations and circumstances. This enables 
the detection and diagnosis of a broad spectrum of dis-
orders associated with human actions. Hence, a more 
efficient framework is employed to assess, analyze, and 

Table 2 The table presents an evaluation of the accuracy of various frame sequences when both resolutions and selected frames are 
simultaneously lowered. This reduction mitigates computational complexity. Reducing resolutions and frames simultaneously does 
not result in a significant decrease in accuracy diversity

No. Selected 
frames

UCF sport YouTube (UCF11) UCF50

Resolution Accuracy Computational
complexity

Resolution Accuracy Computational
complexity

Resolution Accuracy Computational
complexity

One of two 
frames

100% 97.84% High 100% 98.90% High 100% 97.75% High

One of three 
frames

90% 97.70% High 90% 98.81% High 90% 97.70% High

One of four 
frames

80% 97.43% Moderate 80% 98.73% Moderate 80% 97.65% Moderate

One of five frames 70% 97.03% Moderate 70% 98.65% Moderate 70% 97.61% Moderate

One of six frames 60% 96.90% Moderate 60% 98.42% Moderate 60% 97.57% Moderate

One of seven 
frames

50% 96.81% Low 50% 98.38% Low 50% 97.50% Low

One of eight 
frames

40% 96.55% Low 40% 98.29% Low 40% 97.40% Low

One of nine 
frames

30% 96.50% Low 30% 98.19% Low 30% 97.25% Low

One of ten frames 20% 96.44% Low 20% 98.08% Low 20% 97.11% Low
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classify behaviors shown at athletic events. In this analy-
sis, we will deconstruct each technique and elucidate the 
underlying rationale, afterwards presenting the resulting 
consequences.

Robustness
The UCF-sport dataset includes ten main types of sport-
ing-related video classification. Diving (Div), swinging 
(Swi), kicking (Kic), lifting (Lif ), riding horses (Rid-ho), 
running (Run), skating (Ska), running-bench (Run-ben), 
swing-side (Swi-si), and walking (Wal) videos are just 
some of the many subcategories inside each main cat-
egory. Some of them are quite similar to other types 
of human behavior. The results of the algorithm are 
depicted in descending rosettes in Fig.  8 for three dif-
ferent video quality levels. Confusion matrices for three 
conditions, including the original video with all frames, a 
30% reduction of resolution with 1 chosen frame from 5 
frames, and a 50% reduction of resolution with 1 chosen 
frame from 10 frames, are displayed from left to right, 
indicating that while the frame size has not changed, the 
output accuracy varies slightly from the original resolu-
tion in addition to reducing the selected frames.

Despite the drop in frame resolution, there is minimal 
disparity between the two outputs. There is a relatively 
low degree of standard variance among them. Despite the 
comprehensive range of sport-related courses offered by 
the prescribed curriculum, it has developed the ability 
to differentiate among them and articulate these distinc-
tions using a predetermined framework. Hence, it can 
be observed that among the many action categories in 
sports, more than ten exhibited an accuracy rate of 97% 
or above, while five of them showed an accuracy rate of 
98% or above. Also shown in Fig. 9 are 11 distinct activity 
categories from the YouTube dataset, including walking 

with a dog (St-dog), volleyball spiking (Vo-sp), trampo-
line leaping (Tra-le), tennis swinging (Te-swi), soccer 
juggling (So-jug), horseback riding (Ho-rid), golf swing-
ing (Go-swi), diving (Div), shooting (Sho), biking/cycling 
(Bik), swinging (Swi), and basketball (Bas).

While the frame resolution has dropped in this dataset, 
the difference between the two outputs remains simi-
lar to what was found in the previous dataset. There is a 
relatively small difference between them. Its curriculum 
has improved its ability to differentiate and elucidate the 
many sport-related courses it offers while integrating 
these distinctions into a cohesive theoretical framework. 
It was found that five of the action categories exam-
ined in sports exhibited accuracy rates above 98%. Also, 
98.90% or higher accuracy rates were found in 10 action 
categories.

There are 50 action categories in the UCF50 data set 
that have been collected from YouTube: Yo Yo (1), Base-
ball Pitch (2), Basketball Shooting (3), Bench Press (4), 
Biking (5), Billiards Shot (6), Breaststroke (7), Clean and 
Jerk (8), Diving (9), Drumming (10), Fencing (11), Golf 
Swing (12), Playing Guitar (13), High Jump (14), Horse 
Race (15), Horse Riding (16), Hula Hoop (17), Javelin 
Throw (18), Juggling Balls (19), Jump Rope (20), Jump-
ing Jack (21), Kayaking (22), Lunges (23), Military Parade 
(24), Mixing Batter (25), Nun chucks (26), Playing Piano 
(27), Pizza Tossing (28), Pole Vault (29), Pommel Horse 
(30), Pull Ups (31), Punch (32), Push Ups (33), Rock 
Climbing Indoor (34), Rope Climbing (35), Rowing (36), 
Salsa Spins (37), Skate Boarding (38), Skiing (39), Skijet 
(40), Soccer Juggling (41), Swing (42), Playing Tabla (43), 
TaiChi (44), Tennis Swing (45), Trampoline Jumping (46), 
Playing Violin (47), Volleyball Spiking (48), Walking with 
a dog (49), and Motor biking (50). The UCF50 dataset is 
a complex and challenging research resource due to its 

Fig. 8 To reduce computational complexity, we tested three different frame states for UCF-Sport dataset. It shows that the method is robust 
and recognizes all kinds of sports movements accurately
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inclusion of several action classes, which are depicted 
through persons participating in a diverse array of activi-
ties, particularly those related to sports, and utilizing a 
large variety of items. Figure 10 illustrates that the clas-
sification error rate remains relatively constant when the 
frame size and resolution are reduced from 30 to 50% 
of their original values. In certain scenarios, a level of 
accuracy above 97% has been attained, even when video 
frames are suboptimal.

Effect of features and accuracy dispersion
Using feature selection, we extracted features from each 
sporting event video at two levels of feature count, i.e., 
we used mutual information because of its accuracy and 
speed. As a result of its proven effectiveness and preci-
sion, this strategy was chosen. In order to enhance pre-
cision, many components were integrated. Conversely, 
the decision to include a small number of characteristics 

was motivated by the desire to simplify the model. Hav-
ing achieved this equilibrium, we were able to maintain 
maximum efficiency while ensuring accuracy and thor-
oughness. Nevertheless, the robustness of the models 
was examined as part of the assessment. The durability 
of models developed using mutual information technique 
was examined empirically. Maintaining the model’s sta-
bility requires an appropriate balance between specific-
ity and complexity. The characteristics associated with 
each level are therefore included in several designs. By 
examining their sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy, 
the models are assessed for stability and robustness. An 
evaluation of the effectiveness of the suggested technique 
compared to current state-of-the-art methodologies can 
be seen in Fig. 11.

Analyzed are different features counts classified as 
high dimensional and low dimensional. Errors are more 
likely to occur when the number of characteristics used 

Fig. 9 To reduce computational complexity, we tested three different frame states for YouTube (UCF11) dataset. It shows that the method is robust 
and recognizes all kinds of sports movements accurately

Fig. 10 To reduce computational complexity, we tested three different frame states for UCF50 dataset. It shows that the method is robust 
and recognizes all kinds of sports movements accurately
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in model construction decreases. By using a limited num-
ber of characteristics, the technique reduces errors. The 
methodology’s capacity to provide a wider array of fea-
tures for selection may primarily account for the reduc-
tion in errors.

Comparison
Methods that demonstrate similarities and rely on indi-
viduals’ routine and daily actions sometimes lack accu-
racy in identifying sports activities. However, many 
techniques possess the capability of detecting activities 
with enhanced precision, while simultaneously mitigating 
computational costs. The methodology presented in this 
study exhibits enhanced performance compared to tradi-
tional approaches to feature extraction, mostly attributed 
to its automated characteristics. In recent years, there 
has been a notable increase in the use of novel strategies, 
such as deep learning techniques, in order to improve the 
existing performance of action recognition. Despite the 
significant progress in architectural development, several 
approaches based on deep learning and convolutional 
networks have faced difficulties in addressing uncertainty 
barriers, leading to a decrease in video quality, frame 
rate, or resolution.

Although deep learning models require powerful hard-
ware in recent years, various algorithms can improve 
performance. Cloud computing and the Internet of 

Things (IoT) are examples of methods that can be used 
and applied to better process video processing [59]. Espe-
cially for action recognition data, learning-based process-
ing and systems can be applied to cloud computing, edge 
processing, and the IoT [60].

Characteristic acquisition, particularly those with dis-
criminative traits that may be adaptively applied across 
many settings, has significant importance. Video skel-
etons are used in some cases to extract characteris-
tics. However, the information obtained from skeletal 
remains is often overlooked, resulting in a methodology 
that exhibits diminished accuracy and precision. As a 
result, action characteristics will improve less. This paper 
introduces a revolutionary methodology for efficiently 
reducing video frames and dimensions by integrating 
the attention mechanism, auto-encoder network, and 
convolutional structure. Table  3 displays a comparative 
examination of the present findings in relation to those 
obtained by comparable approaches employed in recent 
investigations. Moreover, it demonstrates a competi-
tive nature to other action detection systems that have 
made progress in recent years, by utilizing deep learning 
methodologies.

Limitations and challenges
Human sports activities have been defined by several 
people, but few have been successful in overcoming the 
obstacles. A major challenge in this field is standardizing 

Fig. 11 Three sports-related action recognition datasets with varying numbers of characteristics are used to evaluate the proposed technique 
against existing alternatives. From what can be seen in the graph, the suggested model has a rather narrow set of requirements. However, 
when the number of features is decreased, EfficentNet and RegNetY display no variance in accuracy
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video capture of human motion. Time constraints, cam-
era location, weather changes, visual interference, and 
movement categorization uncertainty are all factors that 
affect video surveillance systems. A person’s position 
and mobility affect the quality of a video image and the 
effectiveness of an identification system. Variable weather 
conditions and intense illumination decreased the accu-
racy of human action recognition related to sports. 
Moreover, it may be difficult to assess a performer’s abil-
ity from recorded footage because of the camera’s loca-
tion. There are several scenarios in which the paradigm 
can be applied. There is a great need for a large number 
of training videos. Complexity, time, and low video frame 
quality make this project challenging. Using video tech-
nology, multiple sporting activities can be conducted 
simultaneously. To overcome this issue, alternative videos 
could be explored for model training in order to solve the 
problem of multitasking. In addition, human behavior is 
complicated and difficult to comprehend. Videos shot in 
poor conditions tend not to be used as training data for 
action recognition techniques related to sports. It is also 
possible for pixel occlusion to be caused by issues with 
implementation and constraints. Camera movement and 
perspective distortion can affect sports performance, and 
when the camera moves, recognition occurs. The opera-
tional efficiency of a system is affected by changes in its 
functionality. Moreover, there are differences between 
some sports activities, for example, Kabaddi differs from 
Soccer in some ways, but the automated system may 
not be able to distinguish between them. It is necessary 
to distinguish between groups in order to understand 
human behavior in sports. Detecting human activity 

becomes more difficult when style, viewpoint, behavior 
patterns, and clothing differ. A study is being conducted 
on human-object communication and sports activities. 
With limited training data, it can be difficult to detect 
anomalies such as odd physical behavior and abnormal 
physical activity. Likewise, monitoring and tracking many 
actions can be challenging.

In order for a system to function optimally, several 
impediments must be overcome. Among them are slow 
networks, limited bandwidth, inadequate privacy and 
security measures, and a shortage of accessible servers. 
To improve the accuracy of identification across increas-
ingly large and more complex datasets is an important 
avenue for future investigation in deep learning.

Conclusion
To enhance sports-related activities assessment, we 
suggest a novel approach that leverages deep learn-
ing techniques for feature extraction. Specifically, our 
method incorporates deformable convolution and adap-
tive multiscale methodologies. These methodologies 
effectively capture spatial and deformable qualities in 
video frames. The final feature map was constructed by 
integrating multiple hierarchical feature maps using the 
multi-scale deformable attention module. The aforemen-
tioned approach exhibits a high likelihood of successfully 
detecting prevalent sports-related behaviors. In order to 
do this, a system was developed that collects and inte-
grates multi-scale features that exhibit sensitivity to vari-
ous forms of video frame data and temporal fluctuations 
across multiple situations. The evaluation encompassed 
the assessment of overfitting, computational cost, and 

Table 3 Our model is compared to various approaches in sport action recognition in order to determine their accuracy levels

Reference Accuracy Architecture

UCF sport YouTube UCF50

Ullah et al. [13] 96.21% 96.40% Optimized deep autoencoder and CNN

Liu et al. [61] - 89.7% 93.20% Hierarchical clustering multi-task learning

Sadanand et al. [62] 95.00% - 57.9% High-level representation

Tu et al. [63] 97.53% - - Multi-stream CNN

Afza et al. [64] 99.30% 94.50% - Features fusion and weighted entropy-variances

Muhammad et al. [65] 99.10% 98.30% - Attention based LSTM network with dilated CNN

Meng et al. [66] 93.20% 89.70% - Spatial-temporal convolutional neural network and LSTM

Gammulle et al. [67] 92.20% 89.20% - Two stream LSTM

Ijjina et al. [68] 98.90% 94.60% - Hybrid deep neural network

Zhou et al. [69] 98.75% 97.60% - Density clustering and context-guided Bi-LSTM

Xiong et al. [70] - - 96.71% Two-Stream 3D Dilated Neural Network

Zhang et al. [71] - - 60.40% LSTM and fully-connected LSTM with different attentions

Dai et al. [72] 98.90% 96.90% - Two-stream attention-based LSTM

Proposed model 97.84% 98.90% 97.75% Deformable convolution and adaptive multiscale features
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the general robustness of the model. Once these concerns 
have been addressed, the model may be used to catego-
rize and monitor action sports. The suggested methodol-
ogy demonstrates superior performance compared to the 
current state-of-the-art in the categorization of action 
activity linked to sports, while simultaneously requiring a 
reduced level of analysis. The objective of this research is 
to employ a hierarchical multi-scale deformable attention 
module in order to establish control groups for human 
athletic motions under comparable conditions. In order 
to facilitate the timely detection of sports associated with 
action-oriented activities and provide support to those 
impacted by such activities, the development of recogni-
tion algorithms for video frames using extensive datasets 
will be imperative. This method can be generalized and 
applied to video games as well, to recognize sports activi-
ties of characters in video games. Research on this issue 
will be conducted by the authors in the future. Moreo-
ver, taking into account the potential for advancement 
in deep learning for human activity recognition related 
sport within an edge computing environment, we aim to 
explore the future limitations of edge computing.
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